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ABSTRACT

This Part IV of the Final Report presents design dsL& fr the stiffness character-

istics of ball bearings for use in analyzing thc dynamical perforPnance of a rotor.

'ae dynaic character!-tf_- of flutA f.1li bearings are given in PFor III which

also gives the methods for performing the analysis of the rotor-bearing system.

Design data are presented for the extra-light and light group of deep-grooved

and angular contact bearings undergoing either a pure radial load, puze axial

load, or combined radial load with axial preload. The data are given in graphical

form and cover both radial stiffness and loid-carrying capacity. A nominal damping

value for ball bearings, obtained from experimevtation, is suggested.

-, Some of the general guide rules for the selection of ball bearings are given.

These are concerned with fatigue life, limiting speeds, design, and lubrication.

Safe load levels are indicated.
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I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to present design data for typical deep-groove and
angular contact bearings of the comonly used light and extra-light series. The
data may be used for ,rartous rotor-ball bearing system designs, in conjunction
with our (NTI) critical speed and unbalance response programs.

The information is presented in graphical fo-m. It consists of load carrying

capacity, radial and axial stiffness, and load levels.

A complete description is given for all the variables used. A section entitled
"Design Requirements" is written to describe various parameters and to present
design considerations, guidelines and limitations.

A number of examples on the application of the curves to specific cases are

included.

The analyses used are written in the Appendix, along with a computer program

listing of the calculational procedure.

If any particular case is not covered by the included curves, sore data may be

generated by computer program PWO-182, IlK 1620-60.
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II

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

A ball bearing schematic is shown as Fig. A to illustrate standard nmenclature.

Types of Bearings

The single row, deep groove ball bearhg will sustain radial loads and in addi-

tion a substantial thrust load in either direction. Wnen using this type of

bearing, careful alignment between the shaft and housing is essential.

The angular contact ball bearing is designed to support a thrust load in one

direction or a thrust load (preload) combined with a radial load. These bearings

can be mounted singly or, when the side surfaces are flush ground, in multiple,

either face-to-face or back-to-back for all combLnatior,- of thrust and radial

loading. The basic difference between th. two is the larger clearance and

greater shoulder height of the* angular contact bearing. Generally, this will

permit operation with hLgher thrust loads and at higher speeds than the deep

groove bearing.

Load Level

The load levels shown (C/P - 5 and C/P - 10) correspond to normally encountered

Hertz Stress levels of 230,000 and 186,000 psi respectively.

Ball Bearing Damping-

The only available damping information was from non-rotatLng tests on a grease

packed ball bearing (A-2) system. The measured value was in the order of 15-20

pounds sec/in. This should be used only as a "ballpark" since it should be

much higher in the rotating condition, and for larger bearing sizes.

Race Curvatures

SL•ce the question of stiffness and rotor dynamics will be a sajor factor at

high speeds, some design guidelines for this aspect are in order. Normally,

more open curvatures, one piece machined retainers, and gemnrous internal clear

ances are preferred. The normal curvatures are 51.6 percent for inner race and

53 percent for outer. Open curvatures, for high speed range, between 54 percent

and 57 percent for both inner and outer are used. The 57 percent curvature is

widely used and is included in the design discussion.

2
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3ll Bearinas - Life

Th. selection of ball bearings for various applications consider such factors as

load, speed, temperature, environment, design, and lubrication. However, the

initial sizing and selection is usually based upon the fatigue rating of the

bearing.

Based upon a statistical distribution proposed by Weibull and the analytical and

experimental work of Lundberg and Palagren the life of the bearing for a given

probability of survival has been found to vary inversely as the cube of thd

applied radial load. For other than radial loading, an equivalent radial load

is defined. A Specific Dynamic Capacity (C) Is defined as that radial load

which will result in a life of one million inner race revolutions with a 90

percent probability of survival. The AFrIA (Anti Friction Bearing Manufacturers

Association) has standardized on the following formula for (C):

0.7 2/3 1.8C = fc(i cos po) 0 7  3 d (1)

where i - the number of rows of balls in any one bearing

- the number of ballsper row

-o the angle of contact

da the ball diameter,"inch

f - a factor dependig on oscillation and materialc

For normal bearing proportions fc - 1500.
The life (90 percent probability of survival) at any other radial load or equi-

valent radial load (P) is related to the Specific Dynamic Capacity (C) as

follows:

L - (C/P)" millions of inner race revolutions (2)

It is normally assumed that speed affects life in a linear fashion; that is,

life varies inversely with speed. For a given operating speed of N rpm, the

number of revolutions which correspond to H hours of life is

L - 60 NH revolutions

Bared upon experimental data, equation (3) is too conservative at high speeds.

.4
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and

3 6
H -C) x110I hour (3)

60 N

Catalog ratings are gene.ated in this fashion, usually for some given number of

hours of life with a 90 percent probability of survival. Five hundred hours is

a common catalog rating. Note that a rating at 33-1/3 rpm for 500 hours is the

Specific Dynamic Capacity.

Since this is available in the catalogs of most of the bearing companies, no

further explanation of this aspect is included in this report.

Bearing Centrifugal Loadina

In some instance@, it is desired to estimate the life of a ball bearing at

extremely high speed with little or no externally applied loadin3. In this case*

the fatigue life. is determined by the centrifugal loading of the balls on the

outer ring. (Ref. 4)

The outer ring capaci:y is given by

SA f2° 0.41 1' +7.39 d. 8  -1/3

7) A

where

A - material constant, usually 7140

f - outer race curvature factor (ratio curvature radius to ball
diameter)

7 - ball diameter to pitch diameter ratio, d/E

d - ball diameter - inch,

Z - number of balls

R a pitch diameter - inch

The life of the outer ring is given as

3 6Co/Pf. * 901 life in 10 revs.

1~ 5
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where

P .f. , centrifugal ball loading

Pc.f. 5.257 x 107 d3 UI 2 (1-7)2

Effects of Cyclic Loading on Bearing Life

As was previously shown, the fatigue life of a rolling element bearing is defined

in terns of a 90 pFrcant probability of survival. A specific dynamic capacity

C is defined as that radial load which will result in a life of 10 inner race

revolutions with 90 percent survival probability. The 90 percent life at any

other load P is related to the specific dynamic capacity as follows:

L - (C/P)3 106 Rev. (2)

When the load varies in a series of known steps, some equivalent or mean load

is defined as follows:

3 + 3  3 V" N1 + 2 N + n 1

where PV' p2 ' P are loads applied for N1, N2, Wn cycles.

For the case of vibratory loading, an integral form of Equation (6) can be used:

P. " fP3 dN (7)

In the general case, the loading will consist of som steady load Po and a

sinusoidal load Pl sin GA.
11

The bearing loading P is given as

S~~P - Po + Pl sin at11
0 1PmP +(8

Using this in Equation (7) yields the following:

P (P + P smut) 3d(t)(

6



Expansion of Equation (9) gives

1P~ '(P. 3 + 31 2 P O *+3 i2o

3 3  1/3i + •l3 °/'"3c) d at.)] (O

1t+ P" 1 sino• 00 o 4€°8003 o10)

2 2p
P P 3~ -t :3 P coo cot + ?

ci 4

.37 0l 1i •os~)) 1 /2

-3 P i 4 P 3 coo Wt + P13co 3 m /

1/3

2 1/3
[P1'3 (1 + PC

2 1/3

_3l~( L (12)
0 2 o

The results of Equation (12) are plotted in Figure 1 as a function of the cyclic

load ratio.

The life may be found from Equation (2) using the equivalent load

Often the steady state load i is known and the effect of various cyclic loads

is desired. The life due to the steady state load P Is

0 0

* (C ?0 1 13)

V 7

I
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While the life due to the equivalent load Pe is

L - (C/P)3 (14)

LThe ratio of the lives is

0 (C/Po)

The life ratio as a function of the equivalent load ratio is shown in Figure C. i

In summary, the resulLs apply to the following:

1. P1is Po

2. Radial Loading

3. P is unidirectional
0

4. P Iis the single amplituda of the cyclic disturbance.

The above can be used with manufacturers' catalog data by roting that these are
set up for some given life (usually 500 hours) at various speeds. The corresponding

load is tabulated.

The case where a cyclic load only is applied is sometimes encountered. The

bearing load is then

P P1 sin wt (16)

Equation (7) now becomes

,1/3
. (P1 sint) d(wt)(17)

. 3 (-Cos Mt + - cos wt) 1/3

- 0.752 P1

I..

94f
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The ratio of equivalent loading to the single iaplitude of the cyclic loMang

is

, 0.752 16)11

Be~rin8 life is determined from Pa.

As was previously noted, Equation (12) and Figureal were derived'for radial

loading. However, the relations can be adapted for use with thrust loads, if

the thrust load is represented by

T-a +To + aT, (19)

where To is the steady thrust load and Tl is the single amplitude of the cyclic

thrust loadtng. This gives a similar relation to Equation (12) as follows:

S + 20)
0T To

Figure B can be used to obtain either a man radial or thrust load. However, In

the case of thrust loading, bearing life must be calculated using an equivalent

radial load with the specific dynamic capacity. For calculation purposes

(preliminary engineering calculations) the equivalent radial load is given by:

""quiv. lad. Load - 0.37 P + 2T (21)

where P is the radial load and T is the thrust load. Either T or P, or both

are replaced by Pa and Tm where cyclic loading is involved. No*r accurate

relationships for the various hearing types are found in the manufacturerse

catalogs or the AFh3V standards.

11
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Lubricant Life

In many instances, fatigue life is not the major consideration since the loading

is light. The lubricant is usually the limiting item insofar as life is concerned.

The first consideration is to be sure that lubricant and the lubrication system

are adequate for the speed range.

Unfortunately, there are no exact Suiderules that can be set. However, somae

generalization* are possible with respect to normal applications.

System Speed Limit D xl (bore in me z speed in RiPM)

Grease 250,000 (ribbon retainer)

Oil Level 300,000 (ribbon retainer) 01

Mist 700,000 (machined retainsr)

Jet Oil > 106 (mahined retainer)

Above 300,000 dN, the usual ribbon retainer would be replaced by a machined retainer

of metal or phenolic. For normal temperatures, the phenolic,'etainer is commonly

used. With special greases, retainer design, and light loading, grease lubri-

cation has been used to speeds of 750,000 dli.

With respect to grease lubrication, there is evidence that life is reduced in som

logarithmic fashion with increasing dN value. This is. similar to the effect of

temperature. Figure D shows a typical behavior of life with respect to tempera-

ture. A reasonable rule of thumb is that life is cut in half for each 10C

rise over 1006C.

12
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III

Description and Discussion of Charts

There are basically three separate sets of design charts included in this report,

name ly:

a. Pure ladial Loaded Bearings (Deep Groove) Contact Angle 0o M 0"

b,, Pure Thrust Loaded Bearings (Deep Groove) Contact Angle Jo W 100

C. Angular Contact Bearings with Axial Preload and Applied Radial

Load 50 "25°, 150

Table I describes the dimensions and symbols used for the deep-grooved ball

bearings. Table IlI contains inforuation pertaining to the angular contact

bearings.

The first set of four charts contains graphs of radial stiffness versus radial

load. Load levels are indicated on the curves. The effects of bearing size and

race curvatures are illustrated.by these four charts. In geatral, a bearing with

tighter raceway curvatures is a stiffar bearing. For example, a bearing with

curvatures of f n .51b, fo .530 is stiffer than the sam bearing operating

with curvatures of f, a f 0 .570, for the sme radial load. Radial stiffness

is higner for a bearing with a larger bore diameter and/or a greater number of

balls. Note, for pure radial load, the linear relationship between log 91

and log P.

The second set of eight charts contains graphs of axial stiffness and axial

deflection versus axial thrust applied load. Load levels are tabulated ir

Table III for these particular bearings undergoing a pure thrust load since

cross plots of C/P will add confusion when reading the curves. Deflection

curves are included to aid in analyzing a double acting thrust bearing set.

The deflection curve for a double acting thrust bearing set is constructed

from the deflection curve of a single bearing by adding increments of deflection

to one bearing and subtracting from the other. The corresponding load

differences equal the externally applied load. A similar observation,as given

14



above for radially loaded bseringa, can be made for the thrust loadel bhawing,

a bearing operating with curvatures of f * .516, fo - .530 is stiffer than thaf

same bearing operating with curvatures of fi a f1. .570, for the sm axial

load. For all practical purposes, however, an average curve may be drawn for

axial Pciffness versus axial Toat for all bearing sizes. In particular, the

bearing with the similer bore and loes balls is less stiff at light loads and

more stiff at heavy load* as compared to the larger bore bearing. There is an

approximate linear rAlationship between log 3A and log T.
A

The third set ..of (24) charts contain graphs of radial stiffness versus radial

load. Loa4 levels are indicated on the curves. The effects of bearing size,

race curOatures, initial contact angle, and- axial preload are Illururated by

these" 24 charts. For the sam radial load and axial preload, a bearing operatt

with curvatures of f, a .516, fo a .530 is stiffer than the same bearing operat

with'curvatures of f, a fo - .570. The radial stiffness level is higher for a,

00
bearing with a larger bore diameter •and/or a greater number of thalis, and thc

smaller initial contact angle. (1o - 150). In general, the radial stiffness-
0

radial load curve for an angular contact bearing is composed of three different

behaving regions. One region' shows the stiffness to be constant with varying

radial load. (This is the light radial load region.) The middle, or moderate

radial load region shows a minimum value for radial stiffness. The heavily

radial loaded region shows a linear relationship between log SL and log P. Th'

third region is similar in behavior to that of the characteristics of a pure r4

loaded deep grooved bearing. The basic cause for this curve hav'-,g three sepal

regions is due to the axial preload. In region one, the axial preloa4 has a

great effect in holding the radial stiffness constant. In region two, where td

applied radial load becomes equal in magnitude to the axial preload, the radial

stiffness tends to decrease with increasing applied radial load to a minimum

value. In the third region, the axial preload has little or no effect, and bh

angular contact bearing reflects the behavior of a pure radially loaded bearii

i.e., a linear log S1 versus log P relationship.

Thus another point one is led to observe is the role of axial preload magnitud

on the three regions of a tyical stiffness versus load curve. Three differaei

preloads are represented in these charts and are tabulated in Table I1. These

I- 15
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preloads are given the umes selected lisht, moderate, ad p'ef~ered heavy. The

effect of increased preload is to increase the region am teod ra sad decrease

region three load range. Thus, the ultimate is a eotant radial stiffness with

varying radial load obtained with an infinite preload. the increased preload

also has the effect of increasing the level of stiffness in regions one and two.

However, it should be noted particularly that the level of stiffness in region

three, for the sam radial load, is the sme for all preload values. This, as

mentioned above, is because the axial preload effect is relieved entirely

above a certain (radial loadOxial preload) ratio. (Approxlmately ViT - 3 for

0 0
ISO a 25o and 1/T - 4 for 10o M 15°.

In general, the light and extra light deep grooved bell bearings examined here

will have a radial stiffness ranging from 105 to 2 x 106 for redial loads of

fru 10 to 2,000 lbs. The angular contact bearings will have radial stiffness
5 6values from 2 x 10 to 2 x 10 for radial loads of froo 10 to 2,000 lbs. The

deep grooved ball bearings will have an axial stiffness per bearing of from
4 6 42 x 10 to 4 x 10 for thrust loads of from 10 to 10 lbe. As in the case of the

preloaded radial bearing, preloading will increase these values of axial stiffness.
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Table III Azial Loaded Dep-GQrood kerings

Table of approximate load values corresponding to CLP - S and C/IP? 10 load level4

Bearing Symbol Load (Lb)

S-c/ - 5 C/P " 1o

Al 290 100

B1 600 250

Cl 1100 450

DI 2250 950

11 3650 1500

A2 70 30

B2 175 75

C2 300 100

D2 550 250

R2 950 350

WAl 380 155

111 800 300

CCl 1550 650

DD1 3000 1250

331 5050 2100

AA2 95 50

BB2 200 100

CC2 400 200

DD2 1500 350

312 2550 700

19
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IV

SAMPLE PROBLEMS TO ILLUSTRATE USE OF DESIGN CHARTS

Four particular examples are included in this section:

1. Pure Radial Loaded Bearing

2. Unidirectional Thrust Loaded Bearing

3. Double-Acting Thrust Loaded Bearing

4. Radial Loaded, Axial Preloaded Angular Contact Bearing

1. Pure Radial Loaded Bearing

What are the radial stiffness values corresponding to radial loads of 100 and

700 pounds for a deep-grooved ball bearing with a BORE - .5906 inch and

f, M f - .570?

From Table 1, this bearing corresponds to A2.

From Figure 2:

Radial Load (lb) Radial Stiffness (lb/in)

100 2.88 x 105

700 5.55 x 105

2. Unidirectional ThrusL Loaded Bearing

What are the axial stiffness values corresponding to axial loads of 100 and 700

pounds for the same deep-grooved bali bearing as used in sample problem 1, above?

From Figure 7:

Thrust Load (lb) Thrust Stiffness (lb/in)

100 9.10 x. 10 4

700 3.22 x 105

3. Double-Acting Thrust Loaded Bearing

What is the axial stiffness fnr a double-acting, deep-grooved ball bearing,

thrust bearing set, preloaded to 200 pou.,dsi The bearings are type A-2.

From Figure 8: Read off loads corresponding to equal deflections around

preload of 200 pounds.
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Inus,

Load (lb) Deflection (in)
160 2.8 x 10-3

"200 3.1 x 10-3

240 :.4 x 10-3

The axial stiffness is S LL 240 - 160
.3 x 10-3

SA = 267,000 Lb/in

This problem may also be solved using Figure 7 in conjunction with Figure 8.

Thus,

Load (ib) Deflection (in) Stiffness (lb/in)

160 2.8 x 10.3 1.22 x 105

200 3.1 x 19-3 1.4 x 105

240 3.4 x 10-3 1.58 x 105

SA M ES - (1.58 + 1.22) x 105 = 2.8 x 105 lb/in

or S = 2 x 1.4 x 105 . 2.8 x 105 lb/inA

For light loads, i.e., loads less than the axial preload, the load-deflection

characteristics are essentially linear.

4. Radial Loaded, Axial Preloaded Angular Contact Bearing

What are the radial stiffness values corresponding to radial loads of 100 and

700 pounds for an angular contact bearing with a BORE - .5906 inch and

fi M fo M .570. The contacL angle is 15 degrees, and it has a medium axial

preload.

From Table 2, this bearing corresponds to PA2.
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From Figure 30,

Radial Load (Ib) Radial Stiffness (lb/in)

100 4.45 x 105

700 5.90 x 105

Note: One must be careful in using the charts, in particular for the angular
contact bearing, that the design contact angle and axial preloading
design value correspond to the values given in the Fijure legend.
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VI

APPENDIX

A. Analysis

The theory used for predicting the load carrying capacity, deflections, and

stresses of deep-grooved. and angular contact bearings is that of Refererece l.*

The equations relating load and deflection were differentiated to obtain the

equation for stiffnesas.

A calculational procedure was devised for predicting the maximu ball load,

deflection, stiffness, and inner and outer race stresses, as a function of total

applied load, preload and bearing geometry. This procedure was programmed as

computer program PN0182, IBM 1620-60K.

Three separate cases are treated:

1) Pure Radial Load, deep grooved bearing (Ref. 2,3)

2) Pure Thrust Load, deep grooved bearing

3) Combined Radial Load with Axial Preload, angular contact bearing
(Ref. 2,3)

Pure Radial Load

Maximum Ball Load. P0

P - 4.37 * P/n A-1
0

Radial Deflection, 5N

b - p2/ 3  A-2
N 0 o"

where

Co 7.8107 x 10" 6 (0e° + C5)/d 1/3 A-3

and

7 C-o' CB" f(fit fo a, d, ,o) A-4

t *

Sea Referencer.Section
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Pidial Stiffness, SR

SR - 3/2 P/5N A-5

Compressive Stresses, S0 , St

1507 ) 0 1/3 A-6

Sm 0 fsm(15079)

where f sm f(fip fo, K, d, Ao) A-7

and m- i, or o.

Pure Thrust Load

Maximum Ball Load, P0

P a T A-80 n sinJ3

Axial Deflection, 8H

5 - Bd * A-9
H coso

where

B -fi + f 1 A-lO

and
01 is found by an iteration scheme, written below.

Applied Thrust (Axial) Load, T

T - nd 2K • sin 81 cos 1 3/2 A-11

where B x 1/2

K - 7"8107(CBo + cBi A-12

and

is found as follows:
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Define the following quantities:

T b Cos o a Cos f5 x2 K 01nd. K

Then Equation (A-11) may be written as

G 2 1/3 a(1x- (--) -b

aL t A-13
x

Then y - b(l - x 2 ) 1/3 A-14

It is a known fact that b << 1. Therefore, as a goo4 guass to start the iteration

scheme for solving (A-14), let

y by, + by22 + A-15

where 2

and =22
2  2 A-16

The procedure is:

1) Calculate yl, Y2 from (A-16) and y from (A-15), knowing a and b.

2) Calculate x from (a-13) knowing y.

3) Calculate y from (A-14).

4) Check y from step (3) with y from step (2).

5) If the values are equal

A M coso (x),

otherwise use an average value for y and repeat steps (2) through (5)

until agreement is obtained.
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Axial Stiffness, I SA 
1/ s3 p o 33 2"S B 2 si n1 1 + co 32 A-17

A and BK 2 1ll[coo~ -3os co

Compressive Stresses, So, S

Sm m (15079) 1/3A-6

where

f -m f(fil fo0 j, d. 01) A-7

m i, or o

and
P is calculated from (A-8)o

Combined Radial Load and Axial Preload

The same procedure for finding 01 as applied in the pure thrust load case is

applied in this case in order to find 5H' A value of radial deflection 8v,

is assumed then the radial force, EV, is calculated as a function of 8H and

bV

The following definitions are written:

k' !V- h' -- and
Bd Bd

-1 [ - (sin 0' + h') Ccos0 A-18

* - cos , coo V'> -1

a - • X coo*'< -

Maximum Ball Load, P0

P 0 Kd [ sin 0+ h')* + (c6s 0' + k' co, ) 1) 3/2 A-19

where 0 =0
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Radial Deflection, 5V; Axial Deflection, 5H

5V k'Bd 8 h' Bd A-20

Axial Preload, T

Calculate from (A-ll) and (A-12).

Radial Load, EV

lV ,nd 2 K fo Ad$

where 2 - -2r '(coo "
sin" + h') 2 + (cos •' + K' cos oos2 + k' 1os1) cos

A- [(sin 0. + h') 2 + (coo 10 + k' cos 1)2

and -
0•e * A-21

Radial Stiffness, SR

S B ._ fo A coo
R ndk K' x cos 0'+ kcos*)

[(sin D + h')2 + (Cos 90 + k' coo *)2J 1/2+I
+(coa' + k' co , ) + ho. +
h')2. ,• :+ ° . -1o.. j:• sin(.,; h,)2 (cOup+ok oo.q 1 1/+

A-22

Compressive Stresses, Sot Si

1/3

Sm- fam(15079) A-6
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A

where

fe $ f(fil fo0 E, d, 1) A-7

m - I, or o, and P is calculated from (A-19).

B. Computer Program

A Fortran II computer progrim listing is included in this mmorandum.

The Input Format wr.tten below should be followed when using this program, PHO182

IBM 1620-60K.

Input Format

Card I Identification Card

Anything may be punched in columns 2-72.

Card 2 (6 FlO. 6, 314)

Item

1. BORE, Bore diameter, in.

2. OD, Extreme outer diameter, in.

3. DB, Ball diameter, in.

4. FI, Radius of Curvature of Inner Race

5. F0, Radius of Curvature of Outer .ace

6. BETA, Contact Angle, deg (f - 00 for pure radial load)

7. N, Total number of balls

8. IND, An indicator used to specify either one of three different
types of calculations.

IND: 0 Pure Radial Load

IND: 1 Pure Thrust Load

IND: >2 Combined Radial Load - Axial Preload

9. LC, An indicator used to stop calculation procedure

LC: 0 Program returns to Card 1 for more input.

LC: 1 Program stops after computation is completed

68 *
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Card 3 (3F10.6, 15)

IND = 0

Item

1. RI, Initial Radial Load, lb.

2. RD, Radial Load Increment, lb

3. RF, Final Radial Load, lb. (Not used in calculation. . - 0.0)

4. M, Total number of radial loads

IND I .

Iterm

1. TI, Initial Thrust Load, lb

2. TD. Thrust Load Increments, lb

3. CONV, A radius of convergence used in the iteration process for cal-
culating 01. COIV - .0005 is a typical value.

4. M, Total number of thrust loads

IND> 2

Itern

1. TI, Axial Preload, lb
2. TD, Axial Preload Increment, lb (Not used in calculation 7 , 0.0)

3. CONV, a radius of convergence used in the iteration process for
calculating 01.

4. M, Total number of preloads (must be seL equal to one; i.e. M - 1)

Note: The total number of radial loads which will be calculated as a
function of axial preload and radial deflection is equal to the
value of IND. Thus, IND - 20, the ctlculational procedure will
solve for '20' consecutive radial loads. A maximuA of IND - 24
is allowed.

Output Format

The output is self explanatory. All linear dimensions are in inches. All loads

are in pounds. The stiffness units are in lb/in. The stresses are measured in

psi.
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c BALL EAU fF 1S4t ?S CALCULATICJN ROJTT.14E FOR'
C PURE RADIAL9PURE THRUST,(UR CO'lHINECD LOAL)ING INCLLUINro CE,*TRIFUGAL_
C PNW,182 3JUNEt64) Stitl AND PO(AoJ)L FOR AJ

0 1 MNS I UN FF(1T74T -C12 - -. -(1-tS(2)DS1

0 12). *

-FF(13)8506

FF14)=.520
FF15') .)3

__ FF16)x.54ý;
FF(7)x.55ý;

FF111) z.59U
____ FF(1 2)x.6)U

-__ B1,) Z.816
____bb(2)x.92d

Bo ('5j - 1.oj7
Bbi 4)x1 .092

Bbb18) 1.385

OHI 1018l.465
bb ( I ) 1 .4981
bul 12)x1.525

-- C 21 a i 7d'ý5

CC 14)=1.05

__ __ CC (6 .1.22

CCI 8)=1. 321-__

CCi ,)u1.395
CCI 11) * .425
CCI 12)xl .45 _

DDO 1)a.85J
ODD(2)a.968
DD(3)=1*085

DDO() p1.260
DV(6)xI .341 _

001 7)s3 .413
DDl8)al.46L -

W)~ I I (I I aI -%S

D0111) ul*585
001 12)a*162 ___

85(1)3.85
BS(Z)a.94
8513 )1.03
85(1 4)1.075
B5(5)zl1.17
BS(6)1&124______
8517) .1.30
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BS(8)sl*35
H-1; y I aI &4a

8s(10). 1.44
BS( 11Jul.47
85(12)81.51
CS( 1 -.70
CS(2)s.78
CS( 31 me86
CS(41.o90
C515)=u.98
CS(6rs.04
CSI 7=1.09

CS( 9)o=1. 1

C54 111.1.25

DS(l1)*1.l _____

054 2)slo25

DS(4)u1.l45

DS(51&1.58
DS(61.1.65

DS(9)ul.65

OSI 111.1.95
DS( 1212.30o

6 READ 100
#(REXD 107 BREO)C6T.O~EANIDL
PUNCH 111

PUNCH 103
PUNCH 1949 dQL9QU).,VrT939SETA~tf'
IF (IND-li 1.2.3

1 KtAV 107r.RTvRD9,RF`*M
-. PUNCH 106

2 READ 1019 TI*TU*CONV.I4

GO TO 4
' IWEAU 1(I071.1o.LAICUP7-11

I(OP=KOP.1
IF (KOP-1) 15.15.4

18 AK1(1)n.002
AKI(Z)=UQ03

AKI(41a.0o ----.

AK1(S)=.006

AKI (7)=.008

AK1(9)..010

AKI I Ano~l

AKiI 131s.Q1d
AKI 114)=oUZVL
AK1( 15) *.022
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AK1 ( 18d) L d

AK1 (2ý,As.)35
AKI (21) :,j4.
AKi (22) .2,

GO TO 4.
C P~ktLir.Iw*AHY CALCLJLAMh,,,S

4BETs:90174533#3E:TA

ANxN

(COSbCO!,e (rAET)

CALL TLv fFl ,b9Fr9&h,1*2)
CALL TLJ (FI,1.,,Fri .L:.1k)

CALL TLU (F~joviFFsot,91ý')
CALL TL'J (rO,'lC9FI-CC,12)
CLX.'x-(tv-C )*Z*2.v+6
CALL TLI' (FZ)9F,FrFqL-c,,?)

CALL TLU rFQ.CsZoFkoý'912

CALL TLU (rlZu,9FPO-,:'91"
CALL TLU (F sLs-o ,l

LiuL).j**J. 433 3333

IF (IND-1) 8.999
8 R-kj-RD

R=R+k L
P~U4, 3 7*t/Atli
P03wP0**.U*333333
DNzC*P03*PO3

DRDDN-I1.5*rH/f'6

5 P UN CH I R 9 Po 9 0N OR JL It 51.

--- __20 IP (LC) 6.6915
9 bz IF -.

____ AVx(b/(CA.J+CDI)/7o81CfL-C6)*3

_AKz SQR TF(IAK.
Ar~zAK*D
TxT I-T0.

-- AýCL.Sb -

Y11l.Q;A*A/3.0

Y~-.66-667?*A*A*Y1

__ -Do 1,' 18104i
TsT+TD

Yxa2ty1+u2*62*y2
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ETA*ABSF(Y)-AbSFIYY)

--TrTrTWTF TI I1-r* 12

1 1 1UaSTANVC)XS/X)

DH~ml*O/X*SINF(BETI-dETl
Dk-WB*Ub*DHI
Z&DB/E~*X

*-F SG-bl- (Z-CZ) 2*2.0Z
FS.I&Zt5-(Zd-ZDI'Ze.U*Z

-DTuA/X-1*O

DTSaSCJRTF (DT)
DT6-f__i_5* i.S*XS*XS.0)T*X'X*X/A I
IFIIND-1) 16.16911

P03aPU**0.33 3333
__ 4FuPFUQ5()'HC0N -

SM(;aFSU*SMI

10 PUNCH 1ý'St T9PO9VH90TDLHSMI9S14

17 Slo(SINb+0H1**42

PUNCH -106'

DO 19 Is1,IND

PHC=(SORTF( 1.0-Sl)-COSU)/9FK

- F(PHCA-1.03 40J.41.41
41 PHIs3*1415'fl7

GO TO 31
40 PHS*SURTF( 1.C PtIC*PHC3
___PH! UATANF(CPHS/PhC 3

Trf014C3 39~31631
30'PHI=3.1415927+PHI_

PHID=PHI*57. 29578
'5.-DPHI
SUM~U.0

-- 0 32 J1.*31

CPzCOSF (X)

IF (J -1) 35035933
'-- YxO.*5

GO TO 34

34 P=S1+SZ**2

IF (P-1.03 53953954
S- 3 Pm41u1.i~E-O6

GO TO 55
54 MSRFP1j

55 PM2=PK,**3
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SSTnPM2*S2*CP/P -- ~
SUM. SUM. SST*YX

S3mCP/ 52

IF(SENSE S#iTCH 21 23
52 PUNCM I015953*ST*P9P.4I9SST.52
32 SUP4-i5UMS+ bT*b6ST'VX

SUMO(SU?4-Q.!3*SSr .o*PHI./3.14159ae
SUMSa ISUMiS-( * 5*SST*ST l*DPHI /3.141 592?
IF (SENSE SWITCH 21 5C951

50 PUNCH 1059 SUM9SUMS9PHIbIFK
51 PonSQRTFISl+(COS8+FK)O'Z,

-PO=PU**3*AK/AN-

SIMI uP(J3*HCON
SMOEFS0*SMI
SMI*FSI*SMI
R ýS-UM A k
DRDDN=SUMS*AK/B/DB
0NaFK*B*D

19 PUNCH 1'J5,R.POUNoDRD~i)4jS;ItSMlO
GO TO 20

15 STOP
C FORMAT STATEMENTS

100 FORMAT(72HO

1QZ FORMAT(6F10.69314)
1U4 FORMAT (6F10.5ofi)
Iw3 FORMAT (7ZrIO oORE (Jol~e bALL UIA* Fil) FIwi COP4T*A

INGTh-N5.o'U~lALLS) I

i~rTTirT.~A.LAL (ALL LCAJ DEFLECTION4 STIFFESS, I*R*ST
IRESS O.R.STRESS)

1Q7 FORMAT(3FiOd.W9'15)
Iv.8 FORMAT472HOTHRUST LOAD BALL LOAD DEFLECTION STIFFNESS I*R*ST

I R E7~. T ARE t 5S)
109-FORMAT(62HOTHR.US.T LOAJ T/NODK AXIAL VEIL* ml/lD AXIAL

1ST 1FF.)
110 FORMAT(2Fl0e6915)
III FORMAT(IHI)

END
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SUBROUTIN4E TLU IAII5.C.LNj
c A NEPENDENT VARTZBEE

C C INOUPENDENT TA8LE
c L UL)LIENVET 1Ab' -

C N4 144 OF ENTRtIES IN4 TAOLE

NT 128

NTXIut4

13 IF IM-11-39.39942

GO TO 99
42 FT T1TMCd1ej) 45943.44

43 1-1.1
GO TO42

44 IF I(dM1-Al ý%,798

7 AwDI /
GO TO 99

6 IF (M-NTXZ-1)9*1i.,.15
15 RTXI.M

MaM-(M-NTX2) /2

9 NTXI* M
6O TOT

8 NTX2=M
14 M=INTXI-MIZ*

IF INTX2-NTXIe1I13*1bl.1$

10 DENOu C(.A)-C(IN-1)
D IF F. a A
Ho DIFFDENO*(UtlU4-O:-1u)+QuM

99 RETURN
_______END
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C. NOenclatur fotr Analyeio

Symbol Definition Units

B Total Curvature, sq. A-10

C° Radial Deflection Constant, Eq. A-3

Deflection Constant of Outer Race, Eq. A-4

ca i Deflection Constant of Inner Race, sq. A-4

d Ball Diameter in.

a Pitch Circle Diameter in.

fi Inner Race Curvature

f Outer Race Curvature0

f Stress Factor for Inner Race, Sq. A-7

f s Stress Factor for Outer Race, Eq. A-7

h' Relative Displacement of Races in Axial Direction
sq. A-18 in.

K Axial Deflection Constant, Eq. A-12

k' Relative Displacement of Races in Radial Direction
Eq. A-18 in.

n Number of Balls

P Maximum Ball Load lb.0

p Magnitude of Radial Load for Deep Grooved Bearing lb.

SA Stiffness/Bearing in Axial Direction Due to Load lb./in.
in Axial Direction

SR Stiffness in Radial Direction lb./in.

S Compressive Stress in Inner Race psi

S Compressive Stress in Outer Race psi

T Axial Load, or Preload lb.

15 Initial Contact Angle des.

Contact Angle after Preload deg.

Operating Contact Angle deg.

Deflection in Axial Direction in.

BK Deflection in Radial Direction in.

6v Deflection in Vertical or Radial Direction in.

EV Magnitude of Radial Load for Angular Contact kg. in.

Angle Measured to a Load Vectoriwithin Loaded Zone deg.
of Ball

Half Angular Extent of Loaded Zone of Ball des.
(O ,IC' a )
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